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WHO, HOW & WHY?

I am 65 years and when I look back I got here real quick. My mother said from an early age
“Once John saw his first cow it was all over.” From as far back as I can remember I have been
fascinated by cows. Once I missed school for several days after my favourite cow had died.
Dad promised to spread her remains on our farm. Not sure it happened but I felt a little better.

On our family farm ear tags were not required as I knew ‘everybody ’ by sight. Leaving school
with the instilled belief ‘You must get a good job’ my Mum was very happy when I scored at job
in the local Hospital in the Pathology Department . My Dad said nothing and it was only when     
(18 months later) I voiced to him I had to go and work with cows; he smiled and said “I knew this
would happen.” Mum was shattered.

And so I took a job as a Livestock Agent with a small firm, a job which I instigated.  The
manager did not take me seriously when I first approached him as he thought I already had a
great job! This Agent ’s position afforded me the greatest learning platform I could have had.
Continually visiting many different farms; observing many different breeds of dairy and beef
cattle; functioning in many varied nutritional environments: what a real and relevant research
centre.

And some of the greatest learning was in observing the ‘ones’ that came to the sale as culls
because : before you can learn what does work you must learn what doesn’t work. And if you
keep your eyes open the learning (good and bad) all happens in front of you. When I began
working as an Agent the district was full of Hereford cattle and from what I observed the Angus
were better stock. Within 10 years I had influenced much change in the beef herds in the
district.

My life feels as though it has been (and still is) a continual quest of identifying  the most
economically functional cow. I have always been drawn to the moderate framed, wide based
cow (whether dairy or beef) because all my observations reveal this body type (in every breed)
does well in all environments.  Have seen many changes over the decades – most not very
good. The type of Angus cow I fell in love with is very hard to find these days.

It is very refreshing and pleasing to see there is finally great consumer interest in real grass fed
milk and meat products.  The availability of genetics which will function efficiently in grass
based environments is now very low.  Today there are too many ‘smoke and mirror’
assessments and evaluations and very little respect given to true knowledge, instinct and gut
feeling. Sadly I have learned that people are much easier to deceive than to enlighten.

As well as great cows farmer profitability has always been a high priority and I firmly believe
efficient cow design is the key. My passion never wains and is always refired when I find a
superior cow - of any breed. I will not give up.  Looking forward to working with you on your
journey.

Yours sincerely, John O'Brien

Nature’s Blueprint Cow ~ The Design Which Nature Intended









Dam has produced  17,553 lbs 6.05%  1,063  F  4.63%  813  P  in  305  days  

Bred by an 83 year old (2nd Gen) Jersey Breeder whose only focus is breeding functional cows

KENARIE GUSTO 'yWyWS

Dam has produced 

21,657 lbs 56.05% 

1,311 F. 4.63%1004 P 

in 305 days  











Same age; same calving; same herd

This is not about nutrition… 

 it’s about GENETIC DESIGN


